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Introduction
Contemporary education systems have their beginnings in religious and moral
instruction as well as in more utilitarian ambitions of Western colonialism (Boucher,
2017). In both cases, the purpose of education was to quite literally “school” the
population in the ideas, ideologies, and agendas of powerful actors (Illich, 1970). A
dominant intent was to train students as human resources in the broader Western
colonial domination of human societies and material resources (Bourdieu & Passeron,
1977). This form of educational underpinning, whether it be for utilitarian colonialism
or neoliberal consumption, is not sustainable, and this research project explores ways
in which alternative educational counter spaces in India’s craft education sector
potentially provide an educational path beyond coercive, utilitarian models.
Today’s global education models center an epistemology of modernization theory with
a pervasive human gaze—where education is presented as progressive, utilitarian, and
as a personal good for the individual as well as a public good for the broader society
(Labaree, 1997). Somewhat concealed in this progressive verbiage are the neoliberal
underpinnings of education where knowledge as well as human and material resources
are commoditized in the never-ending loop of profit making (Klees, 2018).
Eschewed in this approach are long-standing indigenous epistemologies and
pedagogies—forms of knowledge that take holistic and symbiotic approaches to
human and material cultures as well as to the earth as our collective habitat (Landry,
2018; la Grange, 2018; Boucher & Clark, 2018). There are calls for a return to
knowledge systems and educational approaches that have been long relegated to the
margins but that could be brought to the center as powerful counter spaces as we
navigate education for a diverse human population in better balance with our cultural
pluralism and our habitat (Assie-Lumumba, 2017; Steele, 2019). These countereducational spaces to utilitarian “schooling” is exactly what Ivan Illich (1970) called
for in Deschooling Society, and it is in this context that this research takes shape.
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Craft Education in India
If neoliberal utilitarianism and pervasive inequity in education was not bad enough for
India, the hyper focus on global educational initiatives that primarily support a socalled global knowledge economy largely threatens the historical role of education in
the promotion and preservation of traditional cultural values (May, 2009; Spring,
2015). The purpose of this study is to investigate the impact of and reaction to global
market-model education promotion in India, and to accomplish this I conducted an
ethnographic case study from 2017-2019 at a craft institution with a population of
students in Jaipur, India who have eschewed the dominant global and societal higher
educational paths in favor of tertiary education in traditional Indian craft.
The preliminary assumption in my research site and sampling process was that students
who opt to enroll in a college with a curriculum centered on craft and design are likely
to place a high value on cultural sustainability. This does not imply that these students
resist all forms of globalization, but through their educational decisions, they clearly
reject globally and societally dominant and prescribed academic majors in favor of one
centered on Indian culture. Other studies in this and other contexts have shown a direct
link between craft pedagogy and cultural sustainability (DeNicola & DeNicola, 2012;
Kouhia, 2015; Pollanen, 2011; Wilkerson-Weber & DeNicola, 2016).
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Each of these students had the opportunity to pursue any college major, but they
proactively chose traditional India craft as a career path. Their IICD curriculum
is experiential and interdisciplinary learning where they tackle real-world social
issues and problems with the entry point of craft studies. This can be seen as a
real example of educational counterspace to utilitarian/neoliberal educational
forms and agendas as notably critiqued by educational theorists such as Dewey
(1938), Illich (1970), Spring (2015), Giroux (2014), and Klees (2018).

Craft Studies as Holistic, Symbiotic,
and Sustainable Education
Students choose to study at
IICD for all kinds of reasons,
but a common assertion is that
they are interested in cultural
and material sustainability.

The central research questions guiding this study are as follows:
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While most factory produced
textiles have traditional Indian
designs. The methods used to
produce them include harmful
chemical dyes and screen
printing techniques.

These modern factory practices significantly lower the cost of the production
and subsequently lower the cost of the textiles. However, this comes at a
cultural and environmental cost. The modern methods are not sustainable, and
IICD students very deliberately work with artisans who continue traditional and
sustainable methods—similar to the craft artisan pictured above who is hand
mixing natural plant-derived dyes for block-print textiles.
IICD students live in the contemporary world, and they master a curriculum
that requires acumen in interpersonal communication, business, story telling, all
in addition to skills in traditional craft design and production. They are holistic.
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Craft Studies a Culturally Relevant
Pedagogy
Right: An IICD craft design student
works with a traditional block print
artisan (chippa) in the village of
Bagru to blend contemporary block
print textile designs with traditional,
cultural methods. To successfully
compete with modern factory
methods, the craft students must
engage communication arts, business,
marketing, as well as traditional craft
knowledge and skill.

Second-year students from the Indian Institute of Craft and Design learn
woodworking skills and complex geometric design through the traditional Indian
craft of tarkashi from master artisan, Rajesh Jangid, in his rural workshop.
In exchange, the students are working on domestic and global marketing
strategies for independent craft artisan wares. They are building YouTube
channels and advertising craft products through global digital storytelling.
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Guiding Research Questions
In what ways might craft education in India, at a formal
institute of traditional craft and design, provide a unique
model of educational counter space to global scale
mainstream educational practices?
&
How might this form of education meaningfully prepare
students for work in today’s global world?
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India’s Mainstream Educational Context
Education has historically been considered one of the most important cultural and
social services in India (Probe, 1999). However, during British occupation and more
recently in the wake of global neoliberal reforms, education at all levels has
increasingly become a market commodity itself—serving an ideology of economic
utilitarianism and mass consumption as an end goal (Srivastava & Noronha, 2014). In
this model the apparent aim of education is to prepare students for extremely highstakes tests that, in turn, give the most successful students the opportunity to enter
competitive higher education programs—largely in STEM fields (Zacharia, 2015).
This form of education largely excludes those in India’s population who do not have
the financial resources to participate (Boucher, 2017). This is all occurring despite
India’s 2009 Right to Education amendment guaranteeing quality and free education to
all students
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Right: The block printed bed sheets
and other textile items are now often
sold internationally, thanks in part to
the digital documentation marketing
programs that IICD students have
initiated as a part of their program
curriculum. Here are two craft design
students filming the block print
methods in Bagru for a short
documentary.
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Left: Other cultural items that are
traditionally produced through the
collaboration between IICD students
and the Bagru artisans are beautiful
block printed bed sheets. These are
highly valued cultural items that are
commonly sold in craft markets such
as Jaipur’s Bapu Bazaar.
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Conclusion: Benefits & Entanglements
The data from this study are hopeful, indeed. Craft education (at least in the institution where this
ethnographic research was conducted) reveals that there is this remarkable, experiential, culturally
responsive, holistic, symbiotic, and sustainable education model that is increasing in popularity in
India.
Most of the students who pursue this form of education are creative types with an advanced level
of critical consciousness when it comes to issues of cultural and material sustainability. They
could also have pursued education and careers in more socially prescribed fields like engineering,
medicine, commerce, and etc. However, in this unique craft studies curriculum, students emerge
with highly marketable skills in areas such as business, advertising, story telling, and
communication. And most students use their acquired skills to promote a symbiotic and
sustainable world beyond the mere pursuit of consumption and profit.
But it is also true that many students are pursuing their own craft brand that they seek to promote
and grow on an international level. This in itself is not a bad thing, but it could lead to more
utilitarian consumption and production methods. But this remains to be seen. Future research
following the career paths of alumni of this program is recommended and planned.
One final point is that the craft institute where this research was conducted, was itself converted
from it’s original government scheme to promote and support traditional handicraft production, to
a public-private partnership. In the past year this had resulted in much larger class sizes, increased
and unsubsidized tuition fees, and more rigorous entrance requirements—all of which more
closely resemble other institutes of higher education in India. This is precisely the structural form
of institutional education or “schooling” that Illich (1970) was critical of. So far, the curriculum
still appears to function as an educational counterspace to mainstream education agendas, but the
potential impacts and implications of these new entanglements will be something to follow in
years to come.

